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Home RS recommends Lifestyle March 15, 2020 6:06 pm ET The products featured are independently selected by our editorial team and we can earn a commission on purchases made by our links; the retailer may also receive certain auditable data in the accounts. It's no secret that having your piano tuned professionally can become expensive. However, regularly tuning your
piano it is essential for upkeep and just good maintenance (not to mention keeping your keys sounding great). Since most piano producers show that you tune the instrument twice a year to the very minimum, buying a piano tuning toolkit for your own use at home saves money and encourages more frequent tuning of control. What are the best Piano Tuning Kits? Whether you're
looking for a just-the-basics kit to start with or something else attached to accessories, the best piano tuning kits should include tuning a hammer making adjustments to piano tuning pins and a rubber (or felt) mute that can be placed between consensual strings so that each string can be individually tuned. Tuning the hammer is the center of the kit. Since piano tuning is a long
process that requires repetitive movements and great attention, you want to make sure that the hammer is built out of a comfortable material and that the shape lends itself to a simple grip. In addition, it is preferable to longer lever hammers when it comes to making small adjustments to tuning pins. Levers usually measure ten to fourteen inches, and anything that is longer than
fourteen inches can be difficult to manoeuvre within the instrument. Once you've grown comfortable with essential tools, you can look for kits that contain mute different textures, handles, or staples, depending on what's most convenient for you to manoeuvre between the strings of your instrument. Tweezers, screwdrivers and another, smaller hammer are additional accessories so
that those operating at a more professional level will find useful in any maintenance routine. Regardless of your level of experience, these tools - and the accompanying instructions - will help you regain your device's sound when splurging on a professional tuning technician is not an option. If you're new to piano tuning, it's a set to start with. The hammer is 12.5 inches long and is
designed for a star-shaped head that allows universal use of entire piano tuning pins. The hammer handle is made of wood, giving you a solid, strong grip that doesn't tire out of your hand. When it comes to mute, this set is of variety: three rubber wedges mute, one rubber mute handle, one felt mute and clamp. We also love this set with your organized tote bag. Pros: Professional
quality that is suitable for beginners. Cons: Some may prefer a curved handle. Buy: MiriamSong Professional Piano Tuning Kit for $44.98 Schaff's piano tools since 1938 and have earned a reputation for reliability. This set doesn't go beyond the basics, but thanks to the finished tuning hammer and the down choice of rubber mute (wedged or handle), you don't need more than it to
take care of your instrument. The hammer is 12 inches long and has a curved, wooden handle with greater comfort and support. Its nickel-plated steel shaft provides the tool with added durability, ready for long-term use. Pros: Reliable brand, durable materials. Cons: fewer accessories. Buy: Schaff Piano Tuning Hammer and Mute Kit for $69.99 Not only is this kit is standard tuning
hammer and silencing, but it is equipped with a tuning fork, two screwdrivers, tweezers and an additional metal hammer of a smaller size. For those with a piano-tuning experience, these extra tools offer the opportunity to get more involved in your piano care and get more accurate in your tuning craft. The basics, however, remain essential. It tuning the hammer measures 11.8
inches and has a thick wooden handle for maintaining a solid grip, while the shaft is made of stainless steel. The added silencers are both wedged and handle designs that give you versatility. Pros: Specialists will evaluate the added accessories. Cons: Some may prefer a longer hammer. Buy: YZNlife Professional Piano Tuner Kit for $37.99 This nine-piece kit gives you all the
necessary but compact size. Although the hammer length (6.3 inches) is shorter in length, its curved, form-fitting handle makes tuning your piano on the road a painless process. The kit also includes four wedged rubber mute and two rubber mute with handles. We especially love this kit because all of these items are stored in 3.94 by an 11.81-inch storage bag that can easily toss
your backpack while you're out traveling. Pros: Smaller size is great for travel. Cons: Some may prefer to no longer hammer Amazon Buy: COOLOOK Piano Tuning Kit for $10.99 These piano tuning hammers will last a lifetime. . . Best price for your dollar. Piano tuning levers, or piano tuning hammers as they are commonly called (why they never got that called hammers, I never
know - you certainly don't want to use them with a hammer) are built with three main parts: Handle - it's usually made of hardwood or nylon. Some handles also have an extension feature that is very useful, especially if you experience very tight tuning pins. You can adjust the length of the handle to give you more influence. What a rescue on an old hand! The setup lever shown
above is a student model. It's very easy tuning the hammer..... Oops! There I call it a hammer again. It's hard to break a tradition. Anyway, this lever is a one-piece head and a tip that is non-replaceable. This is the best choice for beginners who are not sure if they want to invest more until they decide it would be a great career. So, here's a cheap way to get your feet wet in the field
of piano technology. Before I go to discuss other models of piano tuning hammers, I would like to show you other parts of the tuning lever. The above, depicted as a tuning lever on the head, is available in different lengths. You can also screw the handle into the head at an angle of 5 degrees or 15 degrees. Different lengths and angles are useful if you need a grounding handle so
that it doesn't rub against the lid of the piano. Some covers extend farther than others and so you need to choose the length and angle of the head that allows you to place your piano tuning hammer free obstacles. Many technicians also use a particularly long head and tip, about 5 long combined when tuning a high treble grand piano. This gives the clearance handle to extend
over the upper piano rim. Otherwise, you end up in a rather awkward position, trying to place the handle away from the wart, so that it doesn't hit the inside of the grand piano rim. Above you can see the image of the tuning hammer tip. This part screws the head and is available in various sizes. #1 star tip is best suited for 1/0 tuning pins; #2 star runs out 2/0 tuning pins, etc. You
notice the star shape running out when opening. While tuning pins are square ends, the star shape allows you to set the tuning hammer in the best position. You want the tuning lever to be positioned almost vertically or tilt slightly to the right. It's not always possible for the piano to tuning hammers that have a square opening. It's a craftsman tuning lever. It's the same as Student
Lever, except it has a removable tip. This is useful if you expect tuning pianos of different sizes for tuning pins. If necessary, you can change the tip. Most pianos have 2/0 tuning pins so the most common tip used is to #2 star tip. The difference with this tuning hammer is that it has a nylon handle. This handle is very durable and comfortable to hold. I have personally used the nylon
handle for the last 30 years &amp; it's still as good as new. The setup lever shown above is really the best choice when choosing a professional model. This is an extension of the feature that I mentioned before. It is also available as a nylon handle or if you really want to go all the way, you can get a tuning hammer with a rosewood handle. Click here to see the entire line of Piano
Tuning Hammers and Accessories Back piano tuning tools home piano tuning hammers All our piano tuning hammers are made in the US by the piano tool manufacturer that has been making piano tools since 1938. Tips for all our piano tuning hammers are tapered well suitable for tuning pins.  temporary closed maintenance This store is powered by Shopify Page 3Page 4 ©
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